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1
YOUR PROPERTY DETAILS

Write down your personal property information to get
prepared for the selling process. How much do you want

for your home?

Home Address: _____________________________________
Bedroom Count: ____________________________________
Bathroom Count: ___________________________________
Sqft: _________________________________________________
Purchase Price: _____________________________________
List Price: ___________________________________________
Property Condition: _________________________________
Extra Home Features:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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FINDING THE PERFECT AGENT

Having the right professional help you through the sale of
your home is an invaluable asset. You want to make sure

you get the most out of your property!

Works & negotiates for YOU, not the buyer's best
interests.
Can provide an accurate market analysis of your
home.
Handles the scheduling of buyer tour requests and
ensures anyone viewing is pre-approved.
Able to navigate legal contracts to ensure you are
being taken care of, not taken advantage of, when
selling your home.
Helps you navigate the selling process to easily
transition into your new home. 
Stays aware of ever-changing local and federal laws
that are pertinent to home selling.
Helps you negotiate the best price and best terms so
you aren't underselling your home.
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UNDERSTANDING THE MARKET

Being aware of market conditions gives you the right
outlook when it comes time to putting your home on the

market to sell.

We all want the most out of our home. The more we can make
than what we put into it, the better! Keep in mind that market
conditions are always changing and this can impact the value of
your home. Relying on sites like Zillow or Trulia to give an
estimation of your property's value can, and often times will, lead
to disappointment. Their values can differentiate by up to 20%
of what their Zestimates claim - their words, not ours. This is
why it's imperative to hire a professional to provide a true
analysis of your property so you can have a better understanding
of what your home is worth in current market conditions. You
can then make the decision of selling your property if it's the
right step to take based on its value.
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PREPPING TO SELL

Be sure your home is prepared before it hits the market.
You want to ensure it's portrayed in the best light to get

the best offers.

Improve your landscaping and curb appeal, since that is the first thing buyers see.

Make as many repairs as you can afford to. Unless you are pricing it below market

value to sell as-is, taking the time to make repairs can get you a better offer.

If you can, repaint your home. Adding a fresh coat of paint to a lived-in property can

help it look like new.

Remove clutter and store away as much as you can.

Depersonalize the home by removing family photos, so you give buyers the

opportunity to envision their own lives in the house instead of feeling like they are

intruding into someone else's.

Organize your closets. People will look in there, so showcase them!

Clean, clean, clean. We recommend having a professional cleaner come in right before

your home is listed. Be sure to keep it clean for every showing.

Eliminate bad odors. You may have gotten used to smells in your home, but home

buyers will be able to quickly pick up on pet and smoke odors.

Keep your decor and furniture simple and light. You want to showcase the size of the

home without it being overwhelmed by too much stuff. If you can afford to, we

recommend having it professionally staged.



5
SELLING FROM A TO Z

Selling a home can be daunting. We're breaking down what
goes into the process.

Step 1: Find the perfect real estate agent and let them know you're ready to sell your

home.

Step 2: They'll provide a market analysis of your property to give you a better

understanding of its value.

Step 3: You'll go over, in detail, any steps your agent recommends to get your home in

the best selling condition.

Step 4: She/He will then schedule professional photos and videos and will begin the

extensive marketing of your home.

Step 5: Once you've received an offer, your agent will review with you the terms and

conditions of that offer.

Step 6: After an offer is accepted and the negotiations are done, you'll go into a 30-45

day contract period, while the buyer's lender works to secure the full loan.

Step 7: During this transaction period, home inspections and appraisals are conducted.

Step 8: Your agent can then work with you to negotiate any repair requests the buyers

might make.

Step 9: If all conditions have been met for your mortgage approval and all parties have

agreed to negotiations, then you get to make your way to the closing table.

Step 10: After the final purchase contract has been signed at the title company, your

sale is complete!



Meet Your Agent

Ashlie Sustaita | Full Circle HTX

Ashlie is enthusiastically making her debut in real estate! She is your fit Realtor;
literally. Ms. Sustaita has been in the fitness industry for 13 years (Life Time); and is
most recognized as the creator of the fitness classes: Gluteus MaXout and Upper Rx.

Ashlie empowers minds and bodies all over the Houston area, around the United
States, (and Canada). Through fitness she motivates people to find their confidence &
strength to achieve anything and everything they want to gain in health and life. Real
Estate is part of Ashlie's bigger dreams & and has become a Realtor for a couple of

reasons: she is a bonafide home lover, and wants to achieve FREEDOM. Freedom
financially & freedom in time. Succeeding in this ensures that she can continue her

mission to serve her life purpose.
Her mission; to help people find their power, confidence, comfort and happiness with

ease. Ms. Sustaita wants to help you find all that and more in your next home!
 



Let's Get In Touch
(M) 832-236-3091  

website: fullcirclehtx.com/ashliesustaita
email: ashlie@fullcirclehtx.com

 
25700 IH45 Suite 402

The Woodlands, Tx 77386


